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Introduction to Antenna theory, simulation, design, and practice.

Continued Week 1 topics:  Definitions and vocabulary, spherical spreading “path 
loss,” directive gain, and affective aperture.  Antenna impedance and transmission 
lines.  S11.

Week 2 topics:  Applying the theory.  Example using A vector to calculate far field 
from two elements.  Using the simulator to examine current elements and to obtain 
far-field patterns.  Evanescent E and H fields, and near field.  Design of class-specific 
antennas.

Using EZNEC to calculate gain, drive impedance, and far field patterns.

Introduction to the antenna design space: whiteboard, simulator, machine shop, 
RF/microwave lab.  The importance of whiteboard sketches and basic EM theory 
throughout the process.  Introduction to VHF-UHF antenna construction methods.  
Introduction to measurements in the anechoic chamber.

Week 2 homework.  Add the contributions of two point sources in space, as shown 
in class.  Calculate the 3 dB beamwidth of two 144 MHz point sources with d = 1.5m

Introduction to the antenna engineering.  A continuum from paper clip to advanced 
electromagnetic theory.

Note: Yes, a paper clip antenna works.  No, advanced EM theory isn’t advanced 
enough to accurately predict its performance.

In antenna theory and design, there is always more to learn, always more arcane 
stuff from history to rediscover, and many new things to invent.  This one quarter 
course is an introduction to the world of antennas at the Graduate Engineering level.

EM Theory and Vector Calculus are a Game, like Chess.  You play it.  The more you 
play, the deeper your understanding and intuitions.  Experienced antenna engineers 
can always come up with something that works based on accumulated knowledge.  
Those who also play the Game, can come up with new designs that have never 
been tried.

The goal of this class is to introduce classic stuff that works, the joy of the EM/Vector 
Calculus Game, and a few examples than nicely illustrate the connection.


